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Queensbridge, ETN Gives You One of the Few Paths
to Financial Freedom

Rocket Fuel, online payment systems – why ‘one click’
payment methods matter

Achieving financial freedom is among the aspirations of
many people around the globe. Freeing yourself from the
burden of debt brought about by mortgages, loans made
and rising interest rates allow you to enjoy your life while
you are still in your prime. While there have been many
claiming to be paths towards achieving financial freedom,
Exchange-Traded Notes or ETNs are among the few that has
made it possible for investors. What is an ETN and how can
it help you realize the financial freedom that you have
longed for many years now?

The fast-paced digital world of today has yet produced
another innovation which made it easier for consumers to
get hold of products or items they want.

While ETNs have always been looked upon by market
watchers as a risky venture, it is one investment that is
worth the risk. A quick search online about what an extendtraded note is would immediately inform you that it is an
unsecured and unsubordinated debt security issued by
underwriting banks. Its returns are oftentimes pegged to the
performance of a market benchmark, or in some cases,
market strategy. Like most debt securities, this type of
investment also has a maturity date. The one thing that
makes it risky in the eyes of many is that the only thing
backing it is the credit of the issuing bank. When you buy an
ETN, the underwriting bank guarantees to pay the amount
of money shown in the index, less investor fees, upon the
note’s maturity.
There are various reasons why ETNs can be the path
towards your own financial freedom. For starters, it features
perfect index tracking. Investments like bonds, shares of
stock or commodity futures oftentimes make adjustments in
order for them to accurately track their underlying indexes.
As such, it often results in additional costs on the part of the
investor. Since ETNs are not backed by these types of
securities, additional costs that results from tracking errors
are fully eliminated. In short, the performance of your ETN,
less fees, will accurately mirror how the underlying index
performs. For more information, click here.

Introduced by Amazon.com during the early stages of the
World Wide Web, the technique ushered in a new era
where digital shopping is the norm.
While most people refer to all types of online payment
systems as a “one-click” payment technology due to its
ability to process payments in one click, it is a patented
product introduced by Amazon. A check at the United
States Patent Office
would reveal that US
5960411 was issued by
the
office
to
Amazon.com and that
the company also owns
the 1-click trademark.
With the passing of
time, however, people began to use the term in a generic
manner and soon, all payment systems were known as
“one-click” payment methods. For more information, click
here.

Making It Easy for Everyone - with online
one click payment systems, transactions
are verified and confirmed in almost a wink
of an eye.

Keep the Oceans clean by Opting for Natural
Polymers in Package Production
It is often said that the price of progress is usually
environmental degradation where you see forests giving
way to settlements and air getting thick by fuel emissions.
As if this is not enough, this is further exacerbated by the
irresponsible disposal of waste by some which lead to water
pollution. A study conducted by researchers at the National
Center for Ecological Analysis and Synthesis revealed that
each year, around 8 million metric tons of plastic find their
way to the seas and oceans. To give you an idea of its
volume, imagine 5 grocery bags that are filled to the brim
with plastic for every foot of all shorelines on Earth. Worse,
the same study projects that by 2025, the yearly input will
be twice as many, or ten grocery bags filled to the brim with
plastic for every foot of coastline on Earth. Solutions are on
the way, however, as some companies are turning to more
natural fibers to reduce, if not eliminate, this environmental
threat to oceans.
While most packaging companies continue to make
products that wreak havoc to the environment, new
startups like the Sky Blue Packaging are finding ways to
minimize the impact to the world’s oceans. They have
recently found a way to do this by using natural polymers
for use in packaging products. Packaging products made
with natural polymers included as the main ingredient is
projected to reduce ocean pollution drastically. This is due
to the very nature of the material which is water-based,
meaning the material may disintegrate in water without
having to pollute it in a huge manner. The best aspect about
packaging made from natural polymers is that when it
disintegrates, it becomes digestible food sources that can be
eaten by microorganisms whether on soil or oceans.
Compare this with some regular packaging now where
decades may pass but still you will see the same old
packaging material as if you just threw them yesterday.
On the part of innovative start-ups like Sky Blue Packaging,
they have partnered with the Malaysian government to
address the seemingly insurmountable pollution of the seas.
Fruitful efforts like introducing natural polymer packaging to
Dominos Pizza, V-Care Pharmacy and Gold Screen Cinemas,
among others, are already producing good results. It is even
projected that such pilot endeavors would soon become a
benchmark to follow for neighboring countries in the Asian
region.
For more information, click here.
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